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The DRSE engine has an outstanding reputation for long, trouble-free service life. Of course, it
should go without saying that proper maintenance is the key to that longevity, and Suzuki's
engineers have made your life easy in that regard. The DR is a remarkably friendly bike to work
on, generally. It's also a well designed, low-stressed engine, with an excellent lubrication
system. We don't want to scare you off but even the best engineered mechanical devices can
have issues in assembly and design. The DR is no exception. Suzuki did a great job with the DR
but over the years certain items have surfaced in a repeating pattern. We will cover those items
and let you know what years the issues affect below. Note: Starting in year model Suzuki has
started using threadlocker on these screws! Better late than never right? Suzuki has recently
started installing a countershaft seal retainer on their later model DR machines to address this
known issue. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
Nothing's perfect, though Loosen them when the engine is at full operating temperature! If you
are planning on doing a valve adjustment crack the plug loose the night before. It is held in
place by two screws. There are very rare instances where these screws have backed out and
fallen into the engine. I'm sure everyone can imagine the carnage if one of those screws
managed to bounce between a connecting rod and a crankshaft lobe at rpm. Now throw in the
image of hot oil spilling out of your engine all over the rear tire at 70 mph as the engine locks
up. Not pleasant. Clearly, this is a worst-case scenario, but you get the idea. The extremely rare
cases where these screws fall out seem to happen to higher mileage bikes, but that's certainly
no guarantee. There is one possible warning sign. The fix requires removing the engine cover,
appling threadlock and re-tightening the screws. Some prefer to remove the sensor entirely.
Crisis averted A magnetic oil drain bolt may go a long way to catching a stray screw before it
has a chance to cause more significant damage. Some chose to replace with NSU screws with
5mm x 20mm hex head bolts to engage a few more threads and 5mm serrated lock washers.
Primary Reduction Gear Crank Nut: There have been a number of documented cases of the
primary gear retaining nut coming loose and backing off. While you have the clutch cover off it
would be a good idea to check this nut for proper torque The nut is a left handed thread. If you
find the nut is loose on your machine you will want to check the condition of the key. If there is
any side wear or grooving replace the key. Using some removable threadlocker on the nut
would not be a bad idea either. Countershaft Seal: This is rare but, if it happens, could be a
disaster. This could cause loss of control due to oil getting on the rear wheel, damage to the
engine, and of course the 'bike will be unridable until the seal reinstalled and oil added. There is
much debate on the cause, but there is also a simple, cheap fix available - several "seal
retainers" are available commercially, or you can build your own. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan
Feed 0 Potential problems to be aware of 1 Main Page. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The Suzuki Boulevard S40 formerly Suzuki LS Savage is a lightweight
cruiser motorcycle manufactured by the Suzuki Motor Corporation [3] [6] [7] for the Japanese
domestic market, and exported to New Zealand, [8] [9] North America, [10] [11] [12] [13] as well
as to Chile [14] and other countries. Manufactured and marketed as the Savage from to , the
motorcycle was renamed for model year as the Boulevard S The LS has remained unchanged
except for minor cosmetic changes, receiving a 5 rather than 4 speed transmission in The LS
Savage was the first cruiser manufactured by Suzuki in The Kawasaki Vulcan entry-level cruiser
with a V-twin engine was introduced the same year as the Suzuki Savage, and the Vulcan LTD
with a parallel-twin engine was introduced in One of the few small cruiser motorcycles available
with a shaft drive as an alternative to either chain or belt final drive, the Yamaha Virago was
introduced in Honda launched the Shadow VLX , with a cc V-twin for the model year to compete
with the single-cylinder Savage. The Savage's persona was a bike that stayed out of harm's
way, with a torquey engine although underpowered for its displacement that made few demands
on the rider. Compared to the discontinued Buell Blast , which had a 30 c. The Boulevard S40
fills the gap between less powerful cc entry-level cruisers and more powerful twin-cylinder cc
cruisers. Although some consider the S40 too powerful for a novice motorcyclist, the bike's
light weight and low seat height make it ideal for beginners who feel that cc bikes are just too
small. Two enduring competitors are motorcycles with air-cooled single-cylinder engines that
have been in production even longer than Suzuki's S Royal Enfield's Bullet , and Yamaha's SR
The latter was reintroduced to markets outside of Japan in The Boulevard 40's engine is a 40 c.
This engine features a balance shaft and an output of 31 horsepower. In Motorcycle Consumer
News measured 31 horsepower at the rear wheel of an LS Savage, and a rear-wheel torque of
The LS registered a quarter mile time of Average fuel mileage for the S40 was The S40's
"thumper" engine single-cylinder, four-stroke , is among the largest displacement single
cylinder motorcycle engines in production as of , alongside the Suzuki DRSE and KTM Duke.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Suzuki LS Savage. Motorcycle USA.
Retrieved 22 July Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. Retrieved 28 June Motorcycle Reviews.

Retrieved 20 June The Suzuki Boulevard S40 is an entry-level cruising motorcycle derived from
the LS Savage, the first chopper manufactured by a Japanese builder in Motorcycle Cruiser.
Introduced in as the Savage, Suzuki's Boulevard S40 cc single-cylinder cruiser motorcycle still
has its charms after two decades. Motorcycle Consumer News. January Archived from the
original PDF on Retrieved 24 June Leaflet A Suzuki Motor Company. March Suzuki Motor
Corporation. September Suzuki New Zealand Limited. Archived from the original on 6 February
Retrieved 1 July Wellington Motorcycles. Archived from the original on 8 February S4 Brochure.
American Suzuki Motor Corporation. Product Lines. Suzuki Canada Inc. Archived from the
original on 18 November Suzuki Chile. Ultimate MotorCycling. Moorpark, California : Coram
Publishing. Retrieved 30 May The most obvious old-school technologies that remain include an
air-cooled motor, Mikuni carburetor and petcock , wire wheels, and a rear drum brake. The
Seattle Times. Retrieved 3 July His wife has her own bike, a Suzuki Savage. Chicago Tribune.
Retrieved 2 July Don't let the bigger engine mislead you, this big, single-cylinder 'thumper' is
user-friendly, with a low seat, belt drive, electric start and pull-back bars. Make cool sounds.
The New York Times. Tanshanomi's Snap Judgments blog. Retrieved 8 July The Savage doesn't
back up its dramatic appearance with anything more than milquetoast performance. Cruiser
Motorcycle Review. The S40 is a cc air-cooled single-cylinder 4-stroke. It is an updated version
of the old Savage. I was surprised at how smooth the single cylinder engine ran, even when
pressed hard. Beginner's Guide. Women Riders Now. San Francisco Chronicle. Retrieved 27
June Suzuki starts off their Boulevard Cruiser lineup with the S40 - a 40 cubic-inch cc ,
four-stroke single-cylinder motor with electric start and five-speed gearbox. Retrieved 29 June
Retrieved 15 May The obvious competitor to the SR is the Royal Enfield Bullet, the Indian-built
bike that has been around even longer with just mild changes. Categories : Suzuki motorcycles
Cruiser motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Belt drive motorcycles. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Toyokawa, Aichi , Japan
[1]. Electronic transistorized [2]. Manual 5-speed constant mesh, belt drive [2]. Max torque was
Claimed horsepower was Fuel was supplied via a single overhead cams sohc. Stopping was
achieved via Single mm disc in the front and a Drum in the rear. The front suspension was a
Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped while the rear was equipped with a Twin shock, 5-way
adjustable spring preload. The LS Savage was fitted with a 2. The bike weighed just The
wheelbase was In a way inspired by the Captain America in Easy Rider, the MY LS Savage is a
middleweight chopper with tons of attitude, even though the bike is powered by a
single-cylinder engine instead of a v-twin. On an aesthetic side, the LS Savage retains many of
the styling cues of the Marauder, with the skinny front wheel and ample fuel tank, pull-back bars
and a laid back riding position. Still, this bike is non-intimidating and can be a great choice for
newer riders. At the same time, its moderate weight and power make it a great, economical
commuting solution, and the perfect alternative to your car in the warm season. If a
small-middleweight chopper is your thing, but you'd rather you stayed on the moderate side of
things, the MY LS Savage might just do, The bike packs an amazing style, with an all-out
authentic chopper design, a skinny front wheel, laced rims, mini ape-hanger bars, a peanut tank
and a miniature passenger backrest. It doesn't produce the classic v-twin rumble, but a thumper
has its own character that's equally fun. The Savage is powered by a simple, low-maintenance
cc air-cooled single which can produce as much as 30 horsepower and north of 45 Nm of torque
to get you going and smiling. Add in a skinny front wheel, wire spokes, a raked-out fork with tall
bars, a peanut tank and the shorty exhaust, plus comfy room for two-up riding. For daily
commuting, weekend outings and even longer trips, this is one truly awesome affordable
solution. The MY LS Savage is a great way to prove that classic-looks choppers can be born
even in the thumper world. This machine arrives with wire spoked wheels, a skinny front tire,
and a teardrop tank with flush-mounted instruments, showing way more character than anyone
would expect from a cc single-powered bike. Lightweight and very agile, the LS Savage is a
great commuter and a wonderful economical machine for weekend getaways. Suzuki also has a
dedicated line of accessories for it including visors, fork and saddle bags and more. For the
model year of the LS Savage, Suzuki planned updated mirrors which are now quite similar to
those of the Volusia, emergency lights, a high-beam passing switch and multi-reflector turn
signals. On the tech side, the LS Savage retains the American chopper styling with a raked fork
and a skinny front wheel. However the Savage is a bike in a class of its own, since it is powered
by an air-cooled thumper engine which has a particular vibe and tonal character, and which is
by all means, a matter of love or hate. Does the MY Boulevard S40 look familiar? Well, that's
because you're looking at a familiar bike, which used to be called the LS Savage. The
rebranding is aimed at building a strong Boulevard family, but which retains all the character of
the old machine. The Boulevard S40 is a cruiser powered by a cc air-cooled single mated to a

manual 5-speed transmission and belt final drive. The front wheel is skinny and harks back to
the classic choppers of old, while the raked-out fork, the classic headlight and the teardrop tank
are stressing out the retro vibe so many riders simply love. Compact, yet low and comfy, the
Boulevard S40 is ready to provide huge fun. The Suzuki Boulevard S40 is a motorcycle
manufactured by Suzuki and released in It features an cc single cylinder engine. The old Savage
has been re-baptized as the Boulevard S40, but the character of the bike remained the same.
However, Suzuki looks like paying more attention to the aesthetics of the bike, as the MY
Boulevard S40 looks better than the older Savage models. The riding position was not altered,
so you still get the tall bars, peanut tank and skinny front wheel with a matching fender. This
thumper-powered chopper may look a bit odd, but after all, you just can't argue with the fans of
this bike. The fact that the old Savage is still on sale is enough evidence for the following this
bike still enjoys. A small-to-middleweight machine, the Boulevard S40 is just the right choice for
newer riders and for those not strong and confident enough to take on the big bore bikes. A
single-cylinder chopper inspired by the '70s classic machines is the best way to start
discovering the two-wheeled world. Lightweight and easy to master, the Boulevard S40 sports a
Forty-Eight-inspired tank with lines beautifully integrated into the seat, and tall, comfy bars for
effortless streaking through the urban jungle and smooth turns on countryside roads. Easy on
the budget with running and maintenance, the Boulevard S40 is a neat second step in the bike
universe. In love with the looks of Suzuki's Boulevard S series? Of course you are, and you're
not alone; from newer riders to well-seasoned riders, there are countless people who like
Suzuki's approach to the classic chopper theme and the way modern technology is embedded
in these bikes, and matched to the retro looks. For the model year, the S83 receives a neat black
finish on the cylinder and frame, for a more refined look. This 4-stroke thumper retains the laid
back character of the bigger bikes, while keeping things on the lightweight side for providing a
reassuring feel even to smaller, not-so-strong riders. Even though a thumper will never be able
to replace a v-twin, the MY Boulevard S40 can be a decent machine to ride before you become
confident enough to ride the big-bore cruisers. With strong styling cues reminding of Harley's
Forty-Eight, the Boulevard S40 packs a cc displacement and classic cruiser looks. These
include a skinnier front wheel, raked out forks, peanut tank and tall-risers for the handlebars.
The front brake uses a disc, but the rear has a drum. The final drive employs a
zero-maintenance belt. The Boulevard S40 is a nifty middleweight cruise built for fun. Simple,
purist and non-intimidating, this bike is a great choice for people who want to take a step up
from the entry-level small-displacement bikes and are eyeing classic-looks motorcycles. The MY
Boulevard S40 maintains the design inspired by the '50s ad '60s thumpers, and is a particularly
interesting presence as a single-cylinder chopper. With its raked-out fork, peanut tank and
shorty exhaust complementing the skinny front wheel, the Boulevard S40 also comes with
forward controls and a low seat which enhance the feel even more. If a no frills - all thrills
machine is what you're after, the Boulevard S40 is well-worth looking into. The Boulevard S40
recipe was not changed for the MY iteration of the bike, so you're dealing with the same
classic-shaped chopper powered by a single-cylinder engine breathing through a shorty pipe,
and sporting a skinny front wheel at the end of racked-out fork, complemented by a beefy rear
one hidden under a chopped fender. The cc single and 5-speed transmission are a great recipe
for two-wheeled fun both in the city and outside it. The very fact that the Boulevard S40 is still in
production after all these year is telling about how successful this model is. Dedicated to riders
who want to take things gradually and build experience step by step, the Boulevard S40
provides cool looks, lightweight transport, easy maintenance and solid practicality in or around
the city. This thumper packs enough grunt in its cc air-cooled engine to make riding a rewarding
experience every time you wing a leg over the Boulevard S The bike harks back to the choppers
of yore with the ish tank and tall bar risers, a skinny front wheel and a raked-out fork to match it.
Suzuki retained the shorty guttural silencer for a dash of aggressiveness added to the build.
Looking for classic chopper vibes packed together with affordability, ease of use and solid rider
friendliness? You should definitely give the MY Boulevard S40 a try and find out for yourself
what Suzuki has in store for you. The timeless design was not changed, so you're putting your
money down a real classic. The Boulevard S40 delivers usable punch from a cc single-cylinder,
air-cooled engine mated to an easy-to-use 5-speed transmission and a low-maintenance belt
final drive. For intermediate riders and seasoned ones alike, the Boulevard S40 is a nifty choice
for anything for daily commuting to long summer journeys and everything in between. The
Boulevard S40 is a model which endured the passing of time and is still sold in big numbers
around the world. Simple, compact, good-looking and boasting a style which bears the
unmistakable cues of the retro choppers, the MY Boulevard S40 is a very neat choice for riders
who want to keep things stylish and simple. Air-cooled, carbureted and with a smooth,
easy-to-use 5-speed transmission. The low seat height matches the low weight of the S40 and

makes it even better for riders with a shorter inseam. A true timeless design can withstand the
passage of years without any needs of major changes, and the MY Boulevard S40 is just the
right way to prove the truth behind this cl
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aim. A true classic bike, the S40 retains the laid back style of the retro choppers, with tall risers,
a skinnier front wheel and drag bars. The peanut-shaped tank is still in its place, and so is the
shorty, aggressive exhaust. Of course, a thumper chopper is a rather peculiar sight, but once
you're in the saddle, things will look differently. Affordable and easy to maintain and run, the
Boulevard S40 is a great choice for entry-point riders and even for more seasoned guys who
like middleweight machines. From CycleChaos. Four-stroke , single cylinder, air cooled , with
SOHC. List of Suzuki motorcycles. Categories : Cruiser motorcycles Suzuki motorcycles s
motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles Suzuki Boulevard series s motorcycles Entry level
motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last
edited on 1 June , at Mikuni BS40 carburetor. Front: Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped Rear:
Twin shock, 5-way adjustable spring preload. Service Manual.

